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Introduction of the problem
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Prevalence of the problem
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ED overcrowding is a global health issue
• US, Canada, UK, Australia and Taiwan
Derlet, R. W., Richards, J. R., & Kravitz, R. L. (2001). Frequent Overcrowding in U.S. Emergency Departments. Academic Emergency Medicine, 8(2), 151–155
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https://brinetwork.com/2020‐patient‐flow‐management‐summit/
www.IHI.org
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• Two hospitals (1,227 beds), 
• Level I trauma center
• Level III neonatal intensive care unit, 
• Comprehensive stroke center 
• Regional centers of excellence in heart 
and vascular care
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The problem
• 2016-2018
• Frequent capacity codes (hospital occupancy>90%)
• Nearly daily capacity codes in Flu season
• Average ED boarding time ~ 10 hours (4-22 hours)
• Average discharge time 4 pm
• Clustering of discharges and admission around 4 pm
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The journey
• 2 day Flow summit with ED and acute care
• Brainstormed and prioritized solutions
• Flow dashboard
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What’s in place to support the service lines
• System level flow leadership headed by COO
• Flow data warehouse team with solid analytics support
• Unit based clinical leadership
• Other projects 
• Environmental services
• ED triage to doc
• ED to unit nursing handoffs
• LOS tiger team
• Interdisciplinary rounds and huddle on medicine units
• Nurse coordinators on most medicine units
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Acute Medicine Service Line
• Medicine and Emergency Department, dyad leadership 
• Largest of the service lines ~25k discharges
• 50 % of the inpatient volume 
• Hospitalists and house staff
• 2 campuses
• 3 Emergency Departments
• 2 ICUs
• 11 medicine units
• UBCL program
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Literature review
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Team Decision Making 
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Interventions documented in literature to 
improve flow on medicine units
• Admit less (interventions already in place at the institution 
with limited impact)
• Discharge quickly (reduce length of stay)
• Discharge early on discharge day (This was our opportunity!)
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SMART goals
• We will reduce ED boarding for medicine units at Newark 
campus by 10% over 3 months by increasing number of 
discharges by noon to 25% on medicine units
Stretch goals
• Discharge orders by 11 am ~ 30%
• Discharges by noon ~ 30%
Balancing metric
• No change in LOS
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Fishbone addressing causes of delays in discharges 
through out the day
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Impact/Frequency matrix of discharge delays
Low Frequency
High Frequency
Low Impact High Impact
High / HighHigh / Low
Low / Low Low / High
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Current state mapping of flow activities on units
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• Finalize next day 
predictions
• Task assignment
• Nurse does not 
attend
• MD, SW, nurse 
coordinator
Post huddle activities
• Inform patients 
and families
• Begin paperwork
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Final interventions
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• Finalize next 
day predictions
• Task assignment
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Intervention 2- Data reporting
• Utilize the existing flow data
• Slice admission to discharge times further to reflect process 
flow and increase accountability
• Make dashboard actionable
• Share unit data across all service line units to create healthy 
competition between units
• Share physician level data with group leaders and physicians 
to raise physician accountability and engagement




to patient left 
system
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New physician level data 
Discharge 
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Implementation




• Service line leadership messaging
• Support during and after go-live
• On-going feedback to modify as needed
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Small tests of change
• Pilot units
• Pilot physicians for data
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Evaluation
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Team process metrics
• Average time spent in huddle
• 5-7 mins per physician 
• Target 5 mins
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Discharge orders by 11 am Intervention
s started 
here
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Discharges by noon Intervention
s started 
here
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Discharge order to discharge Intervention
s started 
here
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Average discharge hour
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Length of stay Intervention
s started 
here
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Physician data report
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What do the results mean?
• We slightly increased the number of discharge orders by 11 
am 
• We significantly reduced the average time between 
discharge order and actual discharge
• We reduced ED boarding 
• CMI adjusted LOS reduction due to other concomitant 
projects
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Lesson learned
• System factors are essential for success
• Secure buy in early and frequently
• Monitor processes
• Pay attention to data
- If it is not measured, it is not getting done
• Anticipate, look for and address unintended consequences
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Future directions
• Extend the huddle
• Weekends
• Focus on safety and flow
• Sustain the gains 
• Team training
• Unit level ownership
• Data support
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Questions?
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Complete a graduate certificate in 1 year 
or Master’s degree in 2 years
Learn more at: Jefferson.edu/OpX
Questions: JCPH.Admissions@jefferson.edu
• 100% online
• Accelerated 7-week courses
• Expert practitioner faculty
• Info Session: June 10
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Upcoming PopTalk
June 11, 2020 from 2:00-3:00 pm ET











For more information: Jefferson.edu/PHLS
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Upcoming PopTalk
June 24, 2020 from 12:00-1:00 pm ET
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Thank You!
